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Grading and Assignment 2

• Aiming to have the grades out on Wednesday night! 

Assignment 2 
• For a high grade:

• Make sure to compare and contrast readings in relation to your chosen example.
• E.g., try to discuss the readings in relation to each other and your topic.

• Remember to look at the grading rubric!

• Example Essays

• Also, my colleague Tanya will be observing this lecture



What are some of  the social groups that influence 
your fashion practices?

What subcultures, communities, or groups can you 
identify among members of  Aalto University? 
Can you identify a subculture you are part of ?

How do these groups “do” fashion?



Subcultures

Subcultures of  consumption

Brand communities

Tribes



Communities and Subcultures in relation to the 
production of  fashion

Why is marketing so infatuated with subcultures?

Recent critiques against subcultures and 
communities of  consumption



Cultural capital
• “What you know”
• Embodied knowledge of  what is 

important in the field
• “This-over-that” tacit intuition

Social capital
• “Who you know”
• Field connections
• Name recognition in field

Economic capital
• “What you own”
• Money, possession of  valued field 

artifacts

Symbolic capital
• Particular forms of  

social/cultural/economic capital can 
become legitimate markers of  prestige, 
respect, or authority in the field



“Bourdieu saw these capital 
endowments accruing gradually 
through one’s upbringing and resulting 
in socialized dispositions that make 
people with similar capital stocks prefer 
certain consumption fields over others. 
In other words, children of  similar class 
backgrounds acquire habituated skills 
and aesthetic preferences through 
immersion into similar hobbies, 
vacation plans, and educational paths 
all the way up to higher education.”



Field 1
(e.g., food)

Field 2
(e.g., music)

Field 3
(e.g., literature)

Field 4
(e.g., travel)

Field 5
(e.g., leisure sports)

Field-related 
capitals have 
different levels of  
transferability or 
convertibility within 
fields… 
… and across fields



Perusall comments: Kawamura

• “Marketing research around subcultures often focuses on subcultures of  consumption that are 
easy to identify based on a common consumption practice, or even better, a single object like 
here. From my pont of  view this occurs to an extent that skews the notion of  a subculture 
explicitly as a consumption community but overlooks the reason why they exist”

• “It has also been stated that fashion is just combining re-existing elements of  fashion and the 
code of  dress and nothing new can be generally created. So where do new trends really come 
from and who generates them?” 



Perusall comments: Kawamura

• “Sub-cultures are almost always constructed around a single product or brand, which becomes 
their symbol of  identification (e.g., bikers --> Harley Davidson).”

• “Historically that has not been the case…. There are different ideologies and movements that 
starts the underground- and subcultures for example hippies in the 60's and punks in the 
70's. Of  course the conformity of  the styles brings out and highlights different 
products/brands that are used, but for example hippies and punks didn't have special brands 
or products that they would admire…. it was considered better not have any branded clothing 
but something that was DIY (do it yourself).”



Perusall comments: Kawamura

• “when exactly does a subculture stop being a subculture?”

• “if  forms of  capital (economic, social and cultural) can be transformed to other forms of  
capital, couldn't the cultural capital, that a person in the social field of  a subculture has, be 
turned into economic capital? Making them more wealthy?”



Research into subcultures found that these 
groups have their own systems of  language, 
aesthetics, and fashion that do not adhere or 
become subjugated to those of  the elites. 

This represents a major addendum to 
Bourdieu’s fashion and field theory.

Later, subcultures have become sources of  
inspiration for mainstream fashion trends



Fashion is about movement!

Truly beautiful clothing would put an end to 
fashion. The latter can do nothing but deny, 
repress and efface it—while conserving, with each 
new outing, the alibi of  beauty. (Baudrillard)

The essence of  fashion consists of  the fact that it 
should always be exercised by only part of  a given 
group, the great majority of  whom are merely on 
the road to adopting it. (Simmels)

reminder



Structure

Ethos

Self-transformation

Relationship to 
Marketing





How do these ”become” 
fashion?

Structure

Ethos

Self-transformation

Relationship to Marketing





A new fashion will initially 
feel like a transgression–
almost an insult!

Fashion: “Busting a code 
open”

reminder



Subculture Subculture of  
Consumption Brand Community Tribe

Orientation Social orientation
Socially oriented but 
dynamics center on 
consumption

Commodity oriented Social orientation

Basis of  existence Experience based Commodity based Brand based Emotionality

Relation to mainstream 
norms

Escapist from 
mainstream norms

Operates within 
mainstream norms

Embraces mainstream 
norms Varied

Practitioner reach Global practiced + 
mobility Globally practiced Globally practiced but 

no movement Varied (glocal)

Mode of  communication Multi-sited 
communication

Multi-sited 
communication

Mostly digital 
communication

Multi-sited 
communication

Locus of  activity Activity precedes 
commercial context

Activity requires 
commercial context

Activity requires 
commercial context Varied

Relation to commercial 
interests

Activity exists outside 
of  commercial interests

Activity dominated by 
commercial interests

Activity centered 
around commercial 
interests

Linking value, 
entrepreneurialism

Sources of  inspiration A variety of  
inspirations

Draws from limited 
variety of  inspirations

Draws from singular 
inspiration A variety of  inspirations



Key question:

To what degree is a particular field of  
fashion shaped by actors who are not, in a 
traditional sense, fashion designers or 
producers?

Can you think of  an example of  new 
fashion influencers whose authority stems 
from non-traditional fashion fields?







“In these intervening years we have 
witnessed the death of  the relatively 
monolithic subculture of  consumption 
that we first encountered. In its place we 
have observed the emergence of  
something larger and richer, something 
we are more comfortable thinking about 
as a complex brand community or a 
mosaic of  microcultures.

Growth increases diversity. The 
empowerment of  subcultural ‘others’, 
(i.e., non-male, non-white, non-straight, 
etc.) in social life tends also to increase 
the liberalization or democratization of  
subcultures of  consumption. Diversity 
opens the symbolism of  a subculture to 
other contexts and lived experiences, 
leading to multiple meanings and 
multiple authenticities. This also 
challenges and undermines the authority 
of  the hegemonic perspective.”





Why such a focus on subcultures in 
marketing?

•Segmentation

•Gold mine of new 
popular aesthetics

•Commodification



Subcultures – Fashion and Commodification

A darker side?
What happens to the values, community/solidarity 
and the possibility of  collective action and identity 
when a subculture gets commodified? 



“I do not really understand how a subculture is defined as underground 
and upperground. Does it mean that the subculture is more explicitly 
expressed if it's upperground?”

Let’s take the case of  Hip-Hop

- Inherently political, voicing struggles of  discrimination, 
racism and violence against African Americans in 
America.

- Commodification --> Makes hip-hop visible and 
accessible (upperground) --> money

- Increasingly apolitical



“To me, hip-hop says, “Come as you are.” We are a family. It ain’t
about security. It ain’t about bling bling. It ain’t about how much your 
gun can shoot. It ain’t about 200$ sneakers. It is not about me being 
better than you or you being better than me. It’s about you and me 
connecting one to one.” (DJ Kool Herc)

“Its not authentic when you buy it off a shelf. It’s just not.” (Chang
2006, in Kawamura, 2018)



“From the consumer’s point of  view, 
getting tattoos, wearing jeans, and 
dressing as a Trekkie, unlike being of  
a particular ethnicity, are practices 
s/he volitionally chooses to engage in 
or not. But then, how and why do 
consumers voluntarily choose a 
stigmatized practice, how and why do 
these practices become fashionable 
and ordinary consumption choices, 
and why do only some of  these 
practices become so?” 



Rising social status, wealth, 
and cultural capital

vs.
Religious traditions of  humility 
and anti-laicity

Tesettür women resolve this 
code conflict through fashion 
innovation







Subcultures and such often 
shun the marketplace. 

So why and when would a 
subculture of  consumption 
actively seek marketplace 
inclusion? 





Scaraboto and Fischer

• “It feels insane that businesses are not capitalizing this enough, if  
about 40% of  Americans are plus size, making fashionable plus size 
clothes would seem like profitable business.”

Similar thing with Age

The rational market vs societal and cultural values, norms 
and ideologies. 



Scaraboto and Fischer
“I have encountered people on social media who have pointed out that even though parts of  
the fashion world are representing plus-size bodies, it seems that still for most people there is 
only one type of  a plus-sized body that is accepted. This body type is usually a 
clear hourglass shape, small waist, flat tummy, round hips, no double chin, etc. In other 

words, bigger version of  the current beauty standard, just in a different size. Has anyone else 
seen or heard about this discrimination amongst especially plus-sized bodies? Any 

examples?”
What do you think? How are plus-sixed bodies regarded, treated 

and negotiated in fashion today?

“I see the pursuit of  success as one of  the underlying ideals behind the stigma of  obesity. 
This relates heavily to existential philosophy, particularly calvinism, where you have to work 

hard to be rewarded at the end (Max Weber).”



Perusall comments: Scaraboto and Fischer
The influence wielded by bloggers 10 years ago vs influencers now

Status of pluz-sized clothing then and now.

• “Over ten years after the publication of  this article… The runaways and fashion magazines, 
as well as most of  the photographs found in mainstream brands' websites, are predominantly 
slim women, unless they showcase a curvier or plus-sized celebrity.”

• “Not only are clothes designed for the body, but your body also determines which clothes you 
can even wear….Makes me wonder what percentage of  (high) fashion is just about being thin 
and what part is actually about the clothes”

Tension between the inclusion of  plus-size clothing alongside old 
social norms and values of  slimness, fitness and being thin?







How do “mainstream consumers” relate 
to subcultures, brand communities, and 
tribes?

How do these influence the fashion 
choices of  those who are not in these 
social groups?

“How much” do mainstream consumers 
draw from subcultures etc.?



Popular and subculture aesthetics 
can be effectively used by middle 
class agents to downplay 
unwanted, outwardly generated 
class expectations.

Popular and subculture aesthetics 
can be effectively used by middle 
class agents to pursue experiential 
authenticity.



How do subcultures and such 
respond to the appropriation of  
their fashion items or symbols?





Aesthetic discrimination = articulating 
subtle differences of  why “they are doing it 
wrong” (high field status)

Symbolic demarcation = articulating 
subtle differences of  why “I’m doing it 
differently” (lower field status)



What does “selling out” mean?

It actually comes from subcultural 
research, meaning “selling out from 
the community”

Usually denotes that a brand, 
production, or style is seen as 
favoring “outsiders” over “insiders”



[CEO of  Airwalk] “Cool brands treat 
people well, and we didn't. I had personally 
promised some of  those little shops that we 
would give them special product, then we 
changed our minds. That was the beginning. 
In that world, it all works on word of  mouth. 
When we became bigger, that’s when we 
should have paid more attention to the 
details and kept a good buzz going, so when 
people said you guys are sellouts, you guys 
went mainstream, you suck, we could have 
said, you know what, we don’t.”



(1) The insiders’ attitude towards the brand or 
style depends on how well the brand/style is 
seen as representing or even championing the 
populist world and its ethos 

... (2) this will attract 
followers for the brand 
who curate or 
evangelize the brand…

... (3) and the rest will follow



How do these influence fashion? 

Subcultures

Subcultures of  consumption

Brand communities

Tribes



Subcultures

Subcultures of  
consumption

Brand 
communities

Tribes

Produce and legitimate 
styles by repurposing 
objects and meanings

Evangelize and legitimate 
brands

Entrepreneurial building of  
new brands, business 
models, styles etc.



How does social groups influence your fashion 
practices?

Can you identify a shared ethos, hierarchical 
structure and insider/outsider dynamic in a 
subculture you are in?

What role does fashion play in these subcultures, 
communities, or groups?


